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�� !" Frequently asked questions

1. Mr. Peng, the late General Manager of the Company, has made significant

contribution towards the Company's development. As the new General

Manager, are you confident in achieving a break-through?

    Mr. Peng's leadership has made remarkable achievement in such respects

as expansion at low cost, market positioning and sales network construction

etc. His death is a significant loss for the Company. After the new

management taking office, we have formulated the working guidelines of

" adequate confirmation, timely adjustment and progress with times ". Under

the wise leadership by the Board of the Company, we'll continue the

implementation of successful development strategy in past years and

propose new operation initiatives at the same time. With the aim of

becoming an global company, we'll endeavor to promote the expansion of

the Company's operating scale together with its profitability in the shortest

time through integration of markets, brands and sales network. We have

resolution and full confidence in achieving further greater development

with enhanced core competitiveness and sustained development capability

to march towards top 10 breweries in the world.

2. Will the Company slow down its future development?

From the beginning of last year, the Company has declared to slow down

its step in acquisitions and mergers in consideration of basic completion of

the Company's strategic positioning in domestic market. But to slow down

the step in acquisitions and mergers doesn't mean a slowing down of the

Company's development.
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Mr. Jin Zhi Guo, General Manager
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Our future development, on one hand will be based on the production

capacity expansion resulted from upgrading of its more than 40 subsidiaries

as well as further exploration of market potential. And on the other hand,

we'll still continue the acquisition and merger in more economically

developed regions and larger cities which lack presence of the Company's

products to perfect its marketing strategic positioning with enhanced

operating scale and dominance. Thereby, I believe the Company will enjoy

a more healthy and fast development in the future.

3. What do you think about the integration of the Company's subsidiaries?

   We started the system integration of our subsidiaries in respects of market

and management as well as others from last year, which is now initially

effective. With the input of the Company's favorable resources like

management, technology, and corporate culture, the competitiveness and

market share of most its subsidiaries were significantly enhanced, with

more contribution towards the Company's profitability. At present, the

subsidiaries acquired before 1999 have realized profits as a whole. Though

in process of adjustment for some newly acquired subsidiaries, all of them

have maintained positive operating cash inflow and remarkable increase

of the market share, thus lading solid foundation for their improvement in

financial positions.

I believe we will receive a bigger harvest in about 2 years' comprehensive

integration.

4. Compared with the competitors, what are the Company's advantages?

First, we started national market strategic positioning ahead of our

competitors, with the establishment of dominance in Guangdong, Shanghai,

Beijing as well as other markets with great potential. At the same time, a

comprehensive sales network covering the whole domestic market was

set up. Second, the traditional advantages like brandname, technology,

talents have kept enhanced, reinforcing our leadership in product quality

and technology in domestic markets. Third, the relatively advanced

corporate culture and management patterns have been developed through

continual perfection as well as marketing practice, which facilitate the

Company's consolidation of its subsidiaries. Fourth, the Company has set
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up sound and healthy corporate governance structure. The Board headed

by Chairman Li Gui Rong and the top management carried out their duties

respectively and diligently. Through their commitment, unification and

innovation, the Company realized a smooth transition in despite of sudden

departure of former General Manager Peng and the harsh market

environment. All of this formed the corner stone for the Company's future

development.

5. Then, what are the disadvantages of the Company, compared with its

competitors?

Though having advantages in operation scales and brandname when

compared with domestic breweries, we have a smaller scale and lower

profitability compared with top international brewers. As far as corporate

management and mechanism are concerned, we haven't set up option

incentives which enables long-term and effective mechanism. The value

of human resources hasn't been reflected in completeness. This is subject

to practical implementation of relative domestic policies as well as our

further study.

6. Do you think foreign breweries will flock into domestic market after China's

entry into WTO?

Foreign breweries have actually entered domestic beer markets many years

ago. Some of them even intend to retreat after setbacks they met with in

recent years. In my personal opinion, when foreign breweries want to

reenter China's market after its entry into WTO, they might take ways of

cooperation with domestic major breweries, since we know better about

domestic market and the national environment. As the largest beer producer

in China, we have our own strong points, also of course some poor points.

Hence, we are now exploring cooperation in management and technology

as well as others with international reputable breweries, and seeking

appropriate strategic partners to enhance the Company's management

and technology. Putting our own advantages into full use to reinforce the

Company's dominance in domestic markets, the cooperation could also

bring our partners satisfactory returns to present a win-win situation through

mutual supplements of respective resources and advantages.
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